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THE BIGA GOLD OF CUNOBELINUS
RAINER KRETZ

Introduction
THE coinage of Cunobelinus is perhaps the largest and most diverse of all ancient British coinages. It commands a special position amongst contemporary coinages by virtue of its exceptionally wide range of themes and styles, ranging from the thoroughly traditional through to
the overtly classical. The gold issues in particular are highly coveted for their strikingly attractive designs. One of the most iconic images to come down to us from Britain’s Iron Age past
must surely be the famous ‘corn ear’ emblem, which forms the standard obverse design of
more than 90% of Cunobelinus’s recorded output in gold.1 However, the series which to many
numismatists constitutes the most attractive and highly prized of all of Cunobelinus’s gold
issues is the only one lacking the ubiquitous ear of corn – the ‘biga’ type. This comparatively
rare type is also the only British Celtic gold issue to show a representation of a biga or two-horse
chariot on its reverse, the chariot here represented by a single wheel.
When Derek Allen published ‘Cunobelin’s gold’ in 1975, just eight biga staters and three
quarter staters had been recorded. Since then the growth of metal detecting has seen a substantial rise in the number of recorded coins, thus enabling this study to comprise a total of
fifty-eight staters (including one bronze core) and thirty-six quarter staters. Although the biga
staters have recently been studied in some detail,2 the matching quarter staters have not been
accorded the same degree of attention and no detailed examination of the series as a whole
has ever been published. I therefore believe the time has now come to rectify this omission. In
the process I have taken due account of de Jersey’s earlier conclusions on the subject, which
have in turn led me to retain his suggested obverse die sequence for the stater series.
The aim of this study is thus to provide a new classification for both staters and quarter
staters, reflecting the evolution of both obverse and reverse dies over the duration of the coinage. It will provide a key to the classification of the various types and their variants, examine
the relationship between the different denominations, consider the metrology and bring the
distribution chart up to date. Finally, it will discuss the timing of Cunobelinus’s Trinovantian
accession and the closely-linked striking of the biga series against the background of the
dramatic events leading up to Tasciovanos’s death.
Earlier work
In his 1864 work The coins of the ancient Britons, Evans traced the origin of the biga series
back to the staters of Philip II of Macedon, drawing attention to the traces of Apollo’s wreath
on the obverse, a design feature shared with the RICON staters of Cunobelinus’s father
Tasciovanos (V1780/1786).3 He concluded that for these reasons the coins ‘must be regarded
as the earliest productions of the mint of Cunobeline [sic]’. Just four biga staters were known
at that time, and the quarter stater was yet to be discovered. More than a century later, when
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Allen published his landmark paper, he too had no doubts about the primacy of the biga
series, and followed Evans in basing this on the stylistic similarities of the obverse to that of
Tasciovanos’s RICON series.
Van Arsdell, whilst accepting Allen’s overall classification, was the first to differentiate
between two types of biga stater – V1910–1 and 1910–2 – based on the presence or absence of
pellets below the leaf and the horse’s tail on the reverse.5 More recently de Jersey has updated
Allen’s original work on the biga series, presenting new die chains for both staters and quarters, based on the development of the CAMVL inscription on the obverse.6 The discovery of
the Great Waltham hoard then enabled de Jersey and Wickenden to suggest a revised sequence
for the stater.7
The staters
Cunobelinus’s biga staters can be divided into two readily distinguishable styles, which for simplicity’s sake I have termed the Early and the Late types. The Early type features obverses with
more conventional legends, largely made up of clearly defined letters, and with the exception of
type A1, is always accompanied by reverses showing rather stylised and usually goggle-eyed
horses.
By contrast, the Late type employs legends made up of partially conjoined and often poorly
defined letters, ultimately intended to form a rudimentary monogram. The largely homogenous
reverses show powerful, broad-necked horses of a highly distinctive naturalistic style with the
legend seemingly always in the genitive case, i.e. CVNOBELINI. The survival rates of Early
types (29 examples) and Late types (28 examples) are almost identical, suggesting a similar
size of production for the two series.
The less well executed obverses, as well as the more stylised reverses typified by types A2 to
A5, feature a cruder and more native style of engraving, whereas types A1, B1 and B2 suggest
the work of two more accomplished and quite possibly classically-trained engravers.
A. Early type

A1

var. 1

Fig. 1. Class A1 types. All coins are illustrated at approximately twice actual size.
A1

Obv.
Rev.

cruciform design with heart-shaped faces at 1 and 7 o’clock, V-shaped ornaments at 11 and
5 o’clock, panel border made up of tiny pellets, conventional and neatly executed CAMVL
legend.
finely engraved, naturalistic horses with the second horse merely hinted at, large pellet above,
small pellet in front of horses’ heads, lower edge of leaf wavy, legend CVNOB[…].

Var. 1 has more stylised, goggle-eyed, horses with the second horse now more in evidence, an additional pellet
under the tail, the lower edge of the leaf convex, legend CVNOBELINI.

4
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Fig. 2. Class A2 type.
A2

Obv.
Rev.

as A1, but panel border made up of larger pellets and letters now mostly leaning and less
neatly engraved. This obverse is quite possibly a heavily recut A1 die.
as A1 var. 1, but recut part way through the production of A2, legend CVNOBELINI.

A3

var. 1

var. 2

Fig. 3. Class A3 types.
A3 (Star type)
Obv.

Rev.

heart-shaped faces at 11 and 5 o’clock, panel border made up of larger pellets, small star
replacing pellet in cusp of V-shaped ornaments at 1 and 7 o’clock, conventional but rather
untidy CAMVL legend engraved on a recycled die with traces of the original engraving clearly
visible.
as A2, legend CVNOBELINI.

Var. 1 has a small star in centre of wheel, small pellet above horse, lower edge of leaf now straight, shortened
legend CVNOBELIN.
Var. 2 has lower edge of leaf straight, no star in centre of wheel but a small star in front of horses’ heads, legend
CVNOB […]. All recorded examples show a die flaw stretching from the base of the horse’s neck to the pellet above.

A4

var. 1 (note recut obverse die)

Fig. 4. Class A4 types.
A4 (Bucranium type)
Obv.
as A3, but V-shaped ornaments now replaced by two bucrania, neat CAMVL legend with V
and L ligate. Die later extensively recut.
Rev.
as A2, but no pellet in front of horses’ muzzles and lower edge of leaf concave, legend CVNO
[…].
Var. 1 has a pellet below the horses’ muzzles plus a small pellet under the leaf stalk.
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A5

another

Fig. 5. Class A5 type.
A5

Obv.
Rev.

as A1 but panel bulging in centre, border made up of larger pellets, poorly engraved CAMVL
legend with dominant M, the V and indistinct final L seemingly ligate.
as A2, but lower edge of leaf concave, unclear whether there is a pellet in front of horses’
muzzles, abbreviated legend CVNOBELI.

B. Late type

B1

var. 1

var. 2
Fig. 6. Class B1 types.
B1

Obv.
Rev.

as A1, but panel border now made up of plain lines. Legend CAMVL, with A lacking a cross
bar and M, (V) and L in the form of a rudimentary monogram.
as A1, but naturalistic horses now with broader and more powerful necks, no pellets in the
field (rev. die 9), lower edge of leaf convex, legend CVNOBELINI.

Var. 1 has a tiny pellet above the horse and two small pellets under horse’s tail (rev. die 8), legend CVNOBELINI.
Var. 2 shows the horses’ necks broader still. Possibly just a single pellet under the horse’s tail (rev. die 10), but with
only one recorded example this is subject to confirmation. Legend most probably CVNOBELINI.
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B2

another

Fig. 7. Class B2 type.
B2

Obv.
Rev.

as B1, but height of panel and size of lettering reduced.
as B1, but more substantial, fuller bodied horses, lower edge of leaf now concave. One, or
possibly two, pellets close to root of horse’s tail, legend CVNOBELINI.

Die study
A hypothetical sequence for the development of the biga stater obverse was first suggested by
de Jersey, who focused on the evolution of the CAMVL legend and the associated changes to
the surrounding panel.8 Following a thorough re-examination of this series, I have concluded
that his suggested obverse die sequence is likely to be correct and have therefore retained it for
the purposes of this paper. However, a detailed look at the reverse dies has resulted in two
amendments to de Jersey’s reverse die sequence.9 The first of these addresses a rare mistake
made by Allen in his published die chain for what was then just eight staters.10 His first two
reverse dies, A and B, can now be shown to be one and the same die, with B being a recut version of A. Now that we are fortunate in having a greater number of coins available for study,
it has become clear that both versions feature identical inscriptions and both commonly
exhibit the same small die flaw to the left of the wheel.
The second change concerns a coin (CCI 05.0815), unknown to de Jersey, which was struck
from an earlier version of obverse die D – later heavily recut – coupled with what is probably
a new reverse die (no. 5). Unfortunately, critical features including the legend are missing from
the flan, thus making any direct comparison with reverse die no. 7 extremely difficult. I have
for now concluded that die no. 5 represents a new reverse die, whilst accepting that future
discoveries may show it to be merely an earlier version of die no. 7.
The biga stater was struck from at least seven obverse and twelve reverse dies and the recorded
obverse die linkages together with some stylistic clues provide us with sufficient information
to establish a reasonably secure chronological order.11 It is worth noting that the obverse dies
of the more experimental Early type outnumber those of the Late type by more than two to
one. However, out of a total of fifty-seven gold staters, almost half (twenty-eight) belong to
the Late type (obverse dies F and G), suggesting that the peak in production was not reached
until the latter half of the series.
As one would expect with such a small coinage, the die chain is relatively simple. Only at the
start of the series are the linkages slightly more complex, perhaps reflecting a sudden burst in
production as Cunobelinus took control of his new kingdom (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Die-links for the biga stater.

The evolution of the stater
As de Jersey has previously observed, the obverse of the stater starts life with a panel border
made up of tiny pellets, which become gradually enlarged before eventually being replaced by
solid lines.12 The legend too is at first neatly arranged with every letter individually defined,
and the letter A possessing a crossbar. As the series progresses, the quality of the lettering
starts to deteriorate and the letters V and L develop a tendency to become conjoined. By the
time of the Late type the letter A has lost its crossbar and the final three letters M, V and L – the
V is implied – are displayed in the form of a rudimentary monogram (Fig. 9).
Whilst the first two classes (A1 and A2) exhibit only relatively minor differences, the remaining classes of the Early type (A3, A4 and A5) do not fit easily into this mould. All three are
extremely rare and all exhibit odd features like added stars (A3), bucrania (A4) or an overly
large and rather carelessly engraved legend (A5). It is worth noting that the Great Waltham
hoard of eighteen biga staters contained coins from the beginning (die A) and end (dies F and
G) of the die chain, yet no coins from the central portion. A number of possible explanations
for this are offered by de Jersey, including the unknown production span, the possibility that
the coins may have come from just one of several workshops or circulation pools and the fact
that these classes are also very rare.13 Out of the total of fifty-seven staters forming part of
this study, which in turn belong to seven separate classes, only ten originate from classes A3,
A4 and A5. This equates to around 17.5% compared to the c.43% one might have reasonably expected, confirming that their rarity and atypical iconography set them apart from the
remainder of the series.
The impression gained is that the mint was experimenting with a number of short-lived
design modifications, before once again returning to basics with the more simplified yet highly
effective Late type. Two of the classes mentioned above are also unusual in that one employs
an apparently re-cycled obverse die (A3), while the obverse die of the other shows signs of
having been extensively recut (A4). The latter example has been the subject of a previous article,
where it was suggested that this particular obverse die would appear to have had a longer
than average production life.14 It is tempting to think that this may have had something to do
with the addition of the ancient ‘bull’s head’ motif to the iconography, but if so, one would
have expected this symbol to feature on at least one, if not more, subsequent dies. Curiously
however, class A4 was to remain the one and only Cunobelinus gold issue ever to feature this
archaic motif, which soon afterwards fell out of favour in the North Thames region.15
It also seems odd that certain distinctive features of the earliest reverse dies, such as the
heart-shaped faces at 1 and 7 o’clock, the naturalistic depiction of the horse, and the convex
lower leaf edge are virtually absent from classes A3, A4 and A5, only to re-emerge once again
in the Late type.16 These apparent glitches in the development of the series, when compared
to the rather more gradual evolution which seems to have been a feature of Dubovellaunos’s
Essex stater series,17 may point towards the whole of the biga series having been conceived and
struck within a relatively short time frame, perhaps in order to stamp Cunobelinus’s authority
12
13
14
15
16
17

de Jersey and Wickenden 2004, 177.
Ibid.
Kretz 2008a, 55–6.
de Jersey 2001, 5.
The convex lower leaf edge occurs briefly early on in class A3 itself, this particular reverse die being shared with class A2.
Kretz 2008b.
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A1

A4

A2

A5

A3

B1

B2
Fig. 9. Development of the biga stater obverse. All die reconstructions are shown at approximately twice actual
size, from drawings by the author.

on the only recently acquired Trinovantian territories. Over the course of this, the brilliantly
conceived and finely executed original design (class A1) underwent a period of rapid change
and deteriorating quality, before eventually evolving into the beautifully crafted and artistically
accomplished Late type. The classification guide illustrates the detailed steps this progressive
evolution of the biga stater is thought to have taken (Table 1).
As indicated in the introduction above, the reverse is remarkable for being the only ancient
British gold issue to feature the two-horse chariot, which can be traced back through GalloBelgic issues to the stater of Philip II of Macedon. This was clearly not a linear descent,
and the sudden (re)appearance of the biga in the early first century AD is difficult to explain.
One potential source for this motif are Roman Republican biga and quadriga denarii, but
Chris Rudd has recently offered another explanation by tentatively linking the biga series to
a Gaulish stater of Caballos Conteddilos (LT 5957, DT S 2536A), struck in the Loire region
around the early part of the first century BC.18 Whilst I accept that the similar crescentic form

18

Rudd 2010, 4-6.
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TABLE 1.

Key to the biga stater classification.

Classification criteria
OBVERSE
Panel
pelleted border
straight line border
Legend
conventional
V and L ligate
MVL as monogram
A with crossbar
A without crossbar
Heart-shaped faces
at 1 and 7 o’ clock
at 11 and 5 o’clock

A1

A2

Early type
A3

A4

A5

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bucrania
at 1 and 7 o’clock

Lower leaf edge
convex
straight or concave

Legend
CVNOBELINI
CVNOBELIN
CVNOBELI
full legend not known

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
var.1

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
var.1/2

✓

✓

✓

✓

Star
in centre of wheel
in front of horse’s muzzle
Pellet(s)
large pellet above horse
small/tiny pellet above horse
small pellet in front of heads
pellet under horse’s heads
pellet under horse’s tail
two tiny pellets under tail
small pellet under leaf stalk

✓

✓

Star
In cusp of V-shaped ornament
REVERSE
Horse
naturalistic
stylised

✓

Late type
B1
B2

✓

✓

var.1
var.2?
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
var.1
✓

var.1

✓

✓

var.1

✓

var.2?
var.1

✓
?

✓

✓

?
var.1
✓

✓

var.1
var.1
✓

✓

✓
var.1
var.2

✓

✓

of the legend is a remarkable coincidence, this is where any typological or stylistic similarities
end. Furthermore, the use as a prototype of an exceedingly rare Gaulish stater struck around
a hundred years earlier in distant central France would appear to be unlikely.
Alternatively, the biga design may quite simply have been a manifestation of the ancient
Britons’ long-standing love affair with the horse-drawn chariot. Caesar was greatly impressed
by the effectiveness of chariots in battle, and the extraordinary level of skill and agility displayed by the charioteers who would ‘run along the chariot pole, stand on the yoke and get
back into the chariot as quick as lightning’ (de Bello Gallico, V, 1). Although by this time
largely obsolete as an instrument of war, in Britain at least it remained a major part of the
native armoury and is likely that it played an equally significant role in the field of sport and
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entertainment. Its depiction on Cunobelinus’s gold confirms the chariot as a high status object,
much in demand by the warrior elite and no doubt worthy of the king himself.
The reverse undergoes relatively little change, much of it being stylistic. At the start of the
series the Early type features a pair of finely engraved naturalistic horses with a single pellet
above. This rather short-lived reverse die was quickly followed by a series of six dies all featuring somewhat cruder and more heavily stylised horses. There can be little doubt that these
dies are the work of a single engraver, whose abstract style is instantly recognizable. The main
difference between the different reverses is the number and location of the various pellets and
other small ornaments, the shape of the leaf above the horses and the legend itself, which may
vary from CVNOBELINI to CVNOBELIN and CVNOBELI. Finally, the artistically accomplished
and largely homogenous Late type, the dies of which were quite possibly also engraved by
a single die-cutter, sports the typically bold and strikingly elegant horses which, in terms of
their stylistic treatment are unique in the British series. All five reverse dies making up the Late
type are thought to bear the legend CVNOBELINI.
It is a curious fact that Cunobelinus’s die-cutters rarely succeeded in producing a neat
CAMVL monogram, and then only on the quarter stater (Classes A2, B2 and B4), on an early
silver unit (V1947) and on an early bronze unit (V1965). Their attempts usually consisted of
some conjoined letters and were at best rather longer than necessary and occasionally confused or even blundered. Only towards the end of both series, with the Late type, do we finally
get a settled arrangement for the legend. This is particularly surprising since an exceptionally neat example of this very monogram had been produced by Tasciovanos’s mint (V1684
and 1694) only a decade or two earlier, examples of which are likely to have survived into
Cunobelinus’s reign. The reason for this perceived incompetence may be that a true monogram was considered too short and insubstantial to compliment the rest of the design. By
employing a partial monogram, the die cutter could adjust the length of the inscription to suit
and thus ensure that the correct proportions were being maintained.
The quarter staters
The development of the quarter stater broadly mirrors that of the stater, although the iconographical arrangement and orthographical detail may vary considerably even between closely
related types. There are again two main series. The first – the Early type – is relatively rare and
shows less variation, and hence was presumably of shorter duration than the corresponding
stater series. By contrast, the Late type quarter stater exhibits greater variability than its stater
counterpart and with twenty-two examples forms the bulk of the recorded quarter staters.
Unlike the stater, where the obverse goes through a number of developmental phases, the
layout of the quarter stater obverse – except for the legend – remains constant after class A1
(Fig. 18). The reverse too remains essentially the same, and is characterized by the stylistic
changes to the horses and to a lesser extent by the presence or absence of pellets. The only
feature which clearly separates the Early from the Late type and is constant throughout the
series, is the wheel below the horse. In the Early type this takes the form of a ringed pellet,
whereas in the Late type it is shown as a four-spoked wheel.
A. Early type

A1
Fig. 10. Class A1 type.

another
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A1

Obv.
Rev.

cruciform design with heart-shaped faces at 11 and 5 o’clock, V-shaped ornaments at 1 and
7 o’clock, panel border made up of tiny pellets, neatly engraved CAMVL legend with A
(barred), M and V in monogram form, centrally placed pellet.
naturalistic but rather stocky horses, ringed pellet below, tiny pellet under tail, lower edge of
leaf convex, legend CVNO.

A2

var. 1

Fig. 11. Class A2 types.
A2

Obv.
Rev.

as A1, but heart-shaped faces now at 1 and 7 o’clock, panel border now made up of plain
lines, CAMVL legend with A (barred), M, V and L (the latter now leaning) in monogram form.
more abstract, goggle-eyed horses, ringed pellet below and probably tiny pellet under the tail,
lower edge of leaf slightly concave, legend CVNO.

Var. 1 has pellet above horse and under horse’s tail, lower edge of leaf straight, legend CVN.

Fig. 12. Class A3 type.
A3 (Star type)
Obv.
Rev.

as A2, but blundered CAMVL legend with A (barred), M, V and L conjoined to form
monogram, but final L mistakenly inverted.
as A2 var. 1, but small star above horse, legend unknown.

It is unclear whether this type follows the corresponding A3 stater in having a small star instead of the usual pellet
in the cusp of the V-shaped ornament at 11 and 5 o’clock.

B. Late type

B1

another

Fig. 13. Class B1 type.
B1

Obv.
Rev.

as A2, but expanded legend with A (barred), M and V in monogram/conjoined form, the L
now separate.
naturalistic horses, four-spoked wheel below, apparently no pellets in field, lower edge of leaf
probably convex, legend CVNO.
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B2

var. 1

Fig. 14. Class B2 types.
B2

Obv.
Rev.

as A2
as B1, but horses plumper and better proportioned, lower edge of leaf convex, legend CVNO.

Var. 1 has a pellet under the horse’s tail. (Due to the lack of suitable images, the illustration shows a B3 reverse
struck from the same die).

B3

another

Fig. 15. Class B3 type.
B3

Obv.
Rev.

as B2, but with confused legend reading CAIAL or CA3L, the A now unbarred.
as B2 var. 1, with pellet under the horse’s tail, legend CVNO.

B4

minor variant

minor variant

var. 1

Fig. 16. Class B4 types.
B4

Obv.
Rev.

as A2, with central M serving as the monogram for A (unbarred), M and V, the L now
separate.
very variable, as B3 at the start but horses progressively increasing in size and bulk on later
dies, lower edge of leaf convex, legend CVNO.

Var. 1 has a pellet under the horse’s tail; this reverse die is shared with classes B2 var. 1 and B3.
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Die study
When Derek Allen carried out his landmark study, he was able to draw on just three examples
of the quarter stater.19 A greatly expanded die chain, taking account of finds in the intervening
period, was published by de Jersey,20 but the lack of an illustration or reference to CCI records
makes it difficult to relate his proposed die order to actual examples, except in a couple of
cases.
One of the problems with the construction of die chains is the difficulty in ordering dies
when obverses and reverses offer relatively few clues as to their precise relationship with one
another. Where this is the case one is forced to rely heavily on the stylistic evidence, which in
turn is subject to personal interpretation and hence not entirely satisfactory. The biga quarter
staters, for which we have just three obverse die-links, are a good case in point. Constructing
a realistic die sequence on this basis would not be without its problems, but here we are fortunate in having the closely related stater series come to our rescue, where the obverse die
links are concentrated at the very start of the die chain. As there is every likelihood that both
quarter stater and stater evolved along broadly similar lines, it is only reasonable to assume
that the two series must share similar characteristics in their respective stylistic development.
This study has demonstrated that this is indeed the case and similarities in the evolution of
the legend, the stylistic treatment of the horses and the remainder of the iconography are all
easily identifiable. However, it is interesting to note that whilst the relationship between some
stater and quarter stater types can be readily demonstrated, other types within both series do
not appear to have matching equivalents – unless of course these are still awaiting discovery
(Table 2).
TABLE 2.
type
Early

Late

Suggested concordance between stater and quarter stater types.
stater
A1

quarter stater
A1

A2

A2

A3 (star type)

A3 (star type)

A4 (bucranium type)

–

A5

–

–

B1

B1

B2/B3

B2

B4

The quarter stater was struck from a minimum of nine obverse and ten reverse dies. Every
obverse is paired with just one or two reverse dies, thus resulting in a very simple die chain.
Interestingly, the overall picture here is the opposite to that presented by the stater, in that the
Late type quarter stater was struck from twice the number of obverse dies (six) compared to
the Early type (three). This, together with the Late type accounting for the bulk (22 out of 36)
of the recorded quarter staters, would again suggest that production peaked in the second half
of the series (Fig. 17).

19
The third quarter stater came to Allen’s notice while his paper was in press (Allen 1975, 19), and does not form part of his
discussion of the type.
20
de Jersey 2000, 2.
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Early type
Late type
A
C D E F G H
B
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
9 10

Fig. 17. Die-links for the biga quarter stater.

The evolution of the quarter stater
As one would expect, the development of the quarter stater broadly follows that of the stater.
However, the quarters are not simply scaled down versions of the various stater classes, but
commonly exhibit differences in the arrangement of the iconography as well as the orthography, with the result that otherwise parallel developments can appear temporarily out of step.
There are again two main groups, of which the first – the Early type – is considerably less
varied and hence most probably of shorter duration than the corresponding stater series. By
contrast, the Late type exhibits an even greater degree of variability than its stater counterpart
and was evidently a long-lived and highly popular issue.
The configuration of the legend and some of the iconography associated with this series
tend to be variable, and as indicated above, the only reliable indicator to separate an Early
from a Late type quarter stater is the depiction of the wheel below the horse: a simple ringed
pellet in the Early type and a four-spoked wheel in the Late type. There is some evidence to
suggest that later classes of the Late type lose the pellets from within the wheel segments.
Reverse dies nos 6 and 10, and possibly nos 7 and 8 are a case in point, whilst no. 9 clearly
features pellets. However, as the dies become worn, such minute details can be easily be lost
or obscured and the varying quality of the recorded images adds further to the problem. At
this stage, the presence or lack of these four pellets is not considered a reliable indicator for
identification purposes and for that reason they have been omitted from the individual type
descriptions.

A1

B1

A2

B2

A3

B3

B4

Fig. 18. Development of the biga quarter stater obverse. All die reconstructions are shown at approximately
twice actual size, from drawings by the author.

Class A1 shares similar lettering and a panel border composed of tiny pellets with its stater
equivalent (A1), although the legend here is already partially in monogram form. Uniquely
within the biga series, the obverse panel contains a mint or die identification mark in the form
of a centrally placed pellet. Thereafter the legend starts to become less tidy, with the final L
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usually set at an angle. The extremely rare ‘star type’ (class A3) apparently features an inverted
final L and hints at the problems the die-cutters were having with the orthography and the
concept of conjoining certain letters in monogram form. The first class of the Late type (B1)
is another case in point. Here the monogram part is unnecessarily expanded by an additional
stroke before the final L. The problems continue with the badly blundered class B2, the obverse
of which features the legend CAIAL or even CA3L. However, by the end of the series (class
B4), the question of how to correctly present the legend had finally been resolved and all four
obverse dies making up this class now for the first time present a uniform appearance. The
inscription CAMVL is now composed of just three letters, i.e. CML, with the front part of the
M and its link to the L providing the missing A and V (Fig. 18).
The classification guide gives a detailed illustration of the course of development of the
quarter stater (Table 3).
TABLE 3.

Key to the biga quarter stater classification.

Classification criteria
A1
OBVERSE
Panel
pelleted border
straight line border
Legend
AMV monogram including mint mark
AMV monogram
expanded AMV monogram
AMVL monogram
AMVL monogram – inverted L
blundered legend – CAIAL
A with crossbar
A without crossbar
Heart-shaped faces
at 11 and 5 o’clock
at 1 and 7 o’clock
REVERSE
Horse
naturalistic
stylised

✓

Early type
A2

A3

B1

Late type
B2
B3

B4

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

Wheel shown as
pellet in ring
four-spoked

✓

Lower leaf edge
convex
straight or concave

✓

Legend
CVNO
CVN
legend unknown

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Star
above horse
Pellet
above horse
under tail

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓?

✓

✓

✓

?

var.1

✓

var.1

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

tiny

var.1
✓

✓

✓
var.1

✓

✓
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Metallurgy
To date only two biga stater analyses have been published, showing a slight, but probably
insignificant, difference in fineness.21 The fractionally higher gold content of CCI 82.0243 may
well be related to its position at the very start of the series, but without additional analytical
data we cannot be certain (Table 4).
TABLE 4.

Analyses of Cunobelinus’s biga staters.

The letters C and N in brackets after the registration number refer to Cowell (1992) and Northover (1992)
respectively. The alternative weight in brackets is that listed in the British Museum catalogue.
Class
A2
A1

CCI
68.0352
82.0243

V
1910–1
1910 v

BMC
1770
–

registration
1919,2–13,337 (C)
C316 (N)

Au
40.8
45.34

Ag
19.9
16.64

Cu
38.7
37.63

wt, g
5.41 (5.39)
5.43

According to Cowell, ‘the fineness of all Cunobelin’s [sic] coinage falls within a very narrow range, which does not differ from that of the normal issues of Tasciovanos’.22 He found
no evidence of any differences in the alloy between the various gold issues of Cunobelinus,
though the issues of Tasciovanos differed in being more silver-rich. This led him to conclude
that despite the similar fineness, Cunobelinus’s gold coinage could not have been struck directly
from coins culled from his father’s issues. In reality, the situation may not have been quite as
clear-cut. Although taken as a whole the stater issues of Cunobelinus are less silver-rich, a
quick glance at the published analyses in the British Museum catalogue confirms that there are
also a number of coins from both rulers where the compositions are very similar indeed. The
situation is further complicated by Dubnovellaunos, who is widely regarded as Cunobelinus’s
predecessor on the Trinovantian throne and whose stater issues share the same overall fineness
and show similar fluctuations in their silver contents.
Of the two biga staters analysed, the composition of the first (CCI 68.0352) is similar to that
of a number of Tasciovanos – as well as some Dubnovellaunos – staters, whilst the increased
fineness of the second suggests a link to the alloy employed to strike Tasciovanos’s RICON
series. Although purely speculative, it may suggest that Cunobelinus was given the necessary
bullion for the biga series by his father, before laying claim to any Catuvellaunian gold
reserves on Tasciovanos’s death, and thereafter searching for new sources of gold to serve his
growing needs. It seems likely that he culled at least some of his predecessor’s issues in order to
re-coin them. However, it is clear that he must also have obtained quantities of refined gold to
produce the less silver-rich alloy seemingly used for the majority of his staters from elsewhere.
In order to strike the one million staters and quarter staters Allen tentatively estimated to
have been produced during his reign,23 Cunobelinus would have required over 5,400 kg of the
correct alloy. Assuming that as much as half of that demand had been met by melted-down
issues of Tasciovanos and Dubnovellaunos, and based on an average gold content of 41%, his
fine gold requirement for the remainder would still have been in excess of 1,000 kg, the most
likely source of which would probably have been Roman aurei. Although spread over a reign
lasting as long as forty years, this is still a tall order (equating in value to more than £20 million
today) and would in turn presumably have required sizeable British exports in the form of
corn, cattle, hides, slaves, hunting dogs and the like.
As yet there are no published analyses for the quarter staters. However, whilst the biga
stater series appears to have been struck from gold becoming increasingly reddish in hue, the
quarter staters are thought to be more unpredictable in terms of their colour variation. A
visual inspection of eight examples in a private collection showed that coins may range from
yellow gold to slightly reddish and finally red gold. Curiously, the colour of individual coins
does not always appear to be in line with the chronology suggested here. As we have little idea
21
22
23

Cowell 1992, 213; Northover 1992, 287.
Cowell 1992, 226.
Allen 1975, 4–5.
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of the factors which influenced the decision to coin in the first instance, the production process itself or the potential source of the alloy employed to strike these quarter staters, perhaps
not too much should be read into this apparent discrepancy. Furthermore, with the whole of
the biga series likely to have been struck within a relatively short period of time of perhaps no
more than five years – and quite possibly considerably less – the commonly accepted correlation
between fineness, colour and chronology may not necessarily apply here.
Interestingly, similar variations in fineness coupled with silver or copper richness can be
observed amongst Tasciovanos’s quarter staters, where we are fortunate in having a greater
number of analyses available. Here the gold content can range from 41 to 53%, the proportion
of silver from 10 to 34%, and the amount of copper from 17 to 43%, with the greatest fineness to be found at both the beginning and end of the series.24 Within a single type (V1688),
belonging to the very early part of Tasciovanos’s quarter stater series, Northover observed silver
contents ranging from 10 to 34% and copper contents from 17 to 40%, sizeable variations
which in turn be would be reflected in the colour of the coins themselves.25 Examination of
the published analyses of Tasciovanos’s quarter staters suggests a greater degree of variation
within their composition and an improved fineness when compared with the stater issues. The
impression gained is that the two series may have been struck independently, from different
batches of alloy, and may conceivably represent the product of separate workshops or mints.
The perceived colour differences within the random sample of biga quarter staters suggests
that their production may have taken a similar direction, but without representative analytical
survey data it would be unwise to speculate further.
Metrology
As Allen pointed out, the degree of control exercised at Cunobelinus’s mint must have been
quite remarkable.26 His study indicated that the average weight of all the staters issued over
Cunobelinus’s lengthy reign remained steady at 5.40 g, with a deviation of no more than
1–2%. More recently Williams has compared the weights of Allen’s five classes of Cunobelinus
stater, consisting of the biga type and four types of corn-ear stater – linear, wild, plastic and
classic.27 Based on a substantial sample of 37, 43, 72, 42 and 44 coins respectively, he established that the average weight of the biga series at 5.48 g was markedly higher than that of the
four classes of corn-ear stater, all of which shared an identical average weight of 5.37 g.
The still larger sample of fifty biga staters forming part of this study has resulted in a
marginally lower mean weight of 5.46 g. This shows the average weight of the biga stater to
be identical to and most probably closely aligned with Tasciovanos’s RICON series,28 which is
likely to have been struck at broadly the same time or perhaps slightly earlier. At some point
prior to the production of the next series – the linear type – this weight standard was lowered
by 0.09 g to 5.37g, representing a reduction of about 1.7% or one sixtieth. Once introduced,
the new weight standard remained in operation at Cunobelinus’s mint for the next three decades,
forming the benchmark for his entire corn-ear series.
Although there are differences in weight between the various stater classes, at the widest
0.13 g (classes A4 and B1), these are comparatively very small. Other than the fact that the
slightly heavier coins are found at the start of series A and B, and the most numerous classes
are also the heaviest, no clear overall trends emerge. All one can say at this point is that the
more problematic central section of the coinage, i.e. classes A2–A5, appears to be of a slightly
lower weight than the remainder. However, with the recorded numbers ranging from just two
to four, any apparent trends must be viewed with considerable caution.

24
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27
28

Cowell 1992, 214; Northover 1992, 287; Hobbs 1996, 115–6.
Northover 1992, 287.
Allen 1975, 4.
Williams 2005, 125–8.
Kretz 2000, 101.
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The weights of the much rarer quarter staters are once again remarkably even. None of
the classes stand out on account of their weight and the maximum difference across all seven
classes is just 0.04 g. Once again, these average weights in themselves offer little assistance in
arriving at, or corroborating, a tentative chronology for this series (Table 5).
TABLE 5.
staters

quarter staters
(excluding one
coin of
untypically low
weight)

Average weights of biga staters and quarter staters.
var.
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

no. of coins
13
4
2
3
2

wt, g
5.51
5.41
5.46
5.40
5.43

B1
B2

14
12

5.53
5.48

all coins

50

5.46

var.
A1
A2
A3

no. of coins
6
3
1

wt, g
1.32
1.31
1.34

B1
B2
B3
B4

2
11
3
5

1.35
1.35
1.34
1.34

all coins

31

1.34

Contexts
As is all too often the case, any contextual information providing worthwhile detail towards
the establishment of a relative chronology for this series is rare. Archaeology too offers little
assistance, as according to the Oxford Celtic Coin Index records not a single gold issue of
Cunobelinus has been found in a secure Iron Age context in excavation. The situation regarding
the multitude of single metal-detector finds is equally unsatisfactory and in the unlikely event
that any contextual information ever existed, it must now be considered lost.
The one ray of light is provided by hoards. It is well known that hoards containing gold
staters of Cunobelinus are comparatively rare,29 and with deposits of biga staters previously
unknown, this makes the Great Waltham, Essex hoard a particularly fortuitous find. This
dispersed hoard consisted of at least eighteen biga staters and five Dubnovellaunos staters.30
It was found over a number of years (1999-2001) in Great Waltham, near Chelmsford, and
was acquired by Chelmsford Museum. Unfortunately, it was neither promptly reported
nor properly recorded, although a limited amateur excavation at the time had revealed late
Iron Age and Roman occupation.31 Its particular numismatic significance lies in the fact
that for the first time coins of Dubnovellaunos and Cunobelinus were found together, thus
adding further weight to the widely held belief that Cunobelinus succeeded Dubnovellaunos
at Camulodunum.
The two, or possibly three, coins found at Weeley Heath, Essex date from before the discovery of the Weeley hoard in 2003 but may potentially form part of the same deposit(s).32
Reliable information on the hoard is however extremely sketchy and it is unlikely that its true

29
30
31
32

de Jersey and Newman 1995.
There are indications that the hoard may originally have contained close to forty staters.
de Jersey and Wickenden 2004.
de Jersey, pers. comm.
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size and composition will ever be known. White Roding and Orsett (both Essex) have each
produced two finds of biga gold, which may ultimately also form part of larger hoards (Table 6).
TABLE 6.
site
Gt Waltham, Essex

possible hoards
Weeley, Essex

Orsett, Essex
White Roding, Essex

Details of biga staters and quarter staters found in hoards.
All coins are staters unless otherwise noted.

CCI no.
02.0934
02.0935
02.0936
02.0937
02.0938
02.0939
02.0940
02.0941
02.0942
02.0943
02.0944
02.0945
02.0946
02.0947
02.0948
02.0949
02.0950
02.0951

type
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
A1
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

comments
also included 5 ‘Essex’ staters of Dubnovellaunos

94.0882
94.0883
95.0571?
00.1531
05.0757
08.9689
97.1017

B2
–
B1
A3
B2
B2
B4

no further details
bronze core?
quarter stater
no further details
quarter stater
quarter stater; no further details
quarter stater

Distribution
Ten years ago just ten of the twenty-one staters and five of the twenty-one quarter staters on
record were provenanced.33 Since then there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
coins, with an additional thirty-seven biga staters and sixteen quarter staters registered.
Unfortunately, due to the majority of the staters forming part of the Great Waltham hoard,
this has not had the impact on the total number of recorded findspots one might otherwise
have expected, giving us just four additional provenances for the stater and a further eight for
the quarter stater.
The distribution map shows a heavy concentration of findspots within a fifty mile radius of
Cunobelinus’s capital at Camulodunum, and provides clear evidence that at this early stage in
his reign his powerbase was more or less confined to the core Trinovantian territories (Fig. 19).
This is further born out by Cunobelinus’s earliest silver issues, which as de Jersey has shown,
share a very similar pattern of distribution.34 At the time of the last examination of the biga
series, the quarter stater findspots appeared to be concentrated in the northern portion of
Cunobelinus’s territories.35 However, with the steadily increasing number of discoveries, that
perceived bias is now disappearing and provenances are becoming more evenly spread across
the whole of his domain. There are a small number of finds of biga gold from some other
tribal regions but these are on an insignificant scale.

33
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de Jersey 2000, 3.
de Jersey 2001, 24, fig. 15.
de Jersey 2000, 3.
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A direct comparison between the distribution maps of Cunobelinus’s biga gold (Fig. 19)
and Dubnovellaunos’s ‘Essex’ type stater (V1650/1655) is particularly illuminating,36 as it
quickly becomes apparent that the two distribution patterns are to all intents and purposes
identical. This lends support to the concept of a clean and relatively peaceful transfer of
power from Dubnovellaunos to Cunobelinus, thereby preserving the status quo and causing
a minimum amount of disruption to tribal and economic affairs. The impression gained is
that the Trinovantes may not have viewed Cunobelinus as the representative of an occupying
power but rather as a natural successor to their throne.

Fig. 19. Distribution of Cunobelinus’s biga gold.

Discussion
Amongst the other British rulers of the time, the majority of whom are known only from their
coin legends, Cunobelinus stands out as having received passing mentions in both classical
and later medieval sources. Taken together with his formidable numismatic legacy, both in the
number of types produced, the range of the subject matter and the quantity of his output, it
confirms him as a figure of exceptional power and importance, with most of south-eastern
Britain either directly under his control, or at the very least coming within his sphere of influence. The memory of his achievements remained so powerful that several decades after his
death the Roman historian Suetonius referred to him as Britannorum rex (king of all the
Britons).
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Kretz 2008b, 20, fig. 11.
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Yet despite the historic references, we actually know very little about his life and rule. The
one thing we can be reasonably sure about is that he was the son of the Catuvellaunian king
Tasciovanos, as many of his coins proudly display his lineage in the form of TASC FIL[IVS]
or, employing the genitive case, TASCIIOVANI F, TASCIIOVANII and TASCIIOVANTIS.
The numismatic evidence also suggests that he was the brother, or perhaps half-brother, of
Epaticcus, whose stater legend also proclaims him to be TASCI F (V575). There were most
probably other brothers but, with one possible exception, the evidence remains unclear.
Tasciovanos, who may have inherited the Catuvellaunian domains on the death of
Addedomaros, established his tribal capital and associated mint at Verlamio(n),37 producing
one of the most complex and long lasting of British dynastic coinages. In a long reign, which
may have spanned thirty years or more, he consolidated his control over the various branches
and sub-divisions of the Catuvellauni. In an effort to further expand his power base, he may
also have undertaken military incursions into Kent and possibly Essex, as is suggested by the
distribution of his SEGO types and of course the enigmatic CAMVL series.
The existence of a number of closely related issues, which carry additional names alongside
his own, has long been recognized. These include ANDOCO, DIAS, SEGO and RIGON/RICON,
the majority of which have traditionally been interpreted as personal names representing
client kings, co-rulers or simply associates. The exact interpretation of RIGON or RICON has
been the subject of particular speculation.38 A recent examination of the philological evidence
has reinforced the view that this is most probably the British equivalent of the Latin ‘rex’, and
that in this context it may be interpreted as ‘ruler, chief or king’.39
Andoco, on the other hand, is thought to have been a close relative (brother?) and a subordinate ‘petty’ king ruling over a small part of the Catuvellaunian domains, whose coinage is
contemporaneous with Tasciovanos’s second stater series (V1730–36).40 Sego may well represent an epithet like ‘victory’ or ‘the victorious’, rather than a personal name or mint signature,
but neither can be ruled out at present.41 In the case of Dias, there is general agreement that it
represents an abbreviated personal name whose full version may have been something along
the lines of Diasulos or Dias(s)umaros.42 He was most probably a brother of Cunobelinus
who issued a short-lived coinage in silver and bronze right at the very end of Tasciovanos’s
reign. Another name closely associated with Tasciovanos is Rues, although the two are never
found together on one coin. It has recently been suggested that Rues may constitute a cognomen
and that the bronze units carrying that legend were probably issued by Tasciovanos.43
The existence of a rare stater (V1684) and quarter stater (V1694) carrying the CAMVL
legend would seem to suggest that Tasciovanos had long coveted the Trinovantian territories.
However, the widespread belief that these types are evidence for at least a temporary conquest
and occupation of Camulodunum is not supported by the findspot evidence for the CAMVL
issues, nor by the remainder of Tasciovanos’s gold or silver issues.44 There must therefore be another explanation for this conundrum. Typologically, the CAMVL types give every indication
of belonging to the early part of Tasciovanos’s coinage. This in turn suggests that they were
struck within a few years of Tasciovanos inheriting all, or part of Addedomaros’s kingdom,
which according to the findspot evidence included both Catuvellaunian and at least part of
the Trinovantian territories. As I have suggested elsewhere, it is just possible that Tasciovanos
struck the CAMVL issues in anticipation of gaining control over the Trinovantian core territories, but that subsequent events conspired against him. Whilst entirely speculative, such a
scenario would go at least some way towards explaining the extreme rarity of these issues.45
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The original Celtic version of the Romano-British Verulamium, as attested by bronze unit V1808.
Lloyd–Morgan 1981, 47; Kretz 2000, 100.
Simkin 2010, 3.
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Cunobelinus’s rise to power, which appears to have happened in two distinct stages and
within a relatively short period of time, is closely interlinked with the mystery surrounding
the final years of his father’s reign. The only information we have about this period is the substantial numismatic record of the various players involved, which we must carefully study and
interpret so that we might eventually piece together a plausible scenario of the momentous
events of that time. For reasons we can only guess at, it would seem that around a decade
before his death Tasciovanos decided to rid himself of Andoco, a client king who ruled a
minor portion of the Catuvellaunian territories, perhaps centred on Baldock.46 Having achieved
his aim, Tasciovanos was then able to proudly proclaim himself RIGON or RICON = ‘ruler,
chief or king’ on his imposing third stater series (V1780). At around this time, Tasciovanos
is also likely to have started giving serious consideration to his succession. It is entirely likely
that Cunobelinus was not the only contender at that time but that others, including Dias, were
also part of the equation. Whatever ultimately happened to Dias we do not know, but his
sudden departure from the stage would seem to suggest a forceful exit.
As I have set out in a previous article, I have become increasingly convinced that there was
a significant overlap between Cunobelinus assuming control over the Trinovantes and the
death of Tasciovanos.47 This idea is not new; it was first put forward almost 150 years ago by
Sir John Evans, who speculated that this period may have been as much as ten years.48 More
recently de Jersey wrote that of the various possible scenarios, ‘perhaps the most likely is
that Cunobelin [sic] directly succeeded Dubnovellaunos at Colchester – perhaps by force,
or possibly installed there by his father Tasciovanus [sic] – while the latter retained control
at least temporarily of the Catuvellaunian territory’.49 Other scholars have come to similar
conclusions. Haselgrove considered a date prior to AD 6 for Dubnovellaunos’s demise as
plausible,50 and Crummy has dated Cunobelinus’s first coin issues to AD 5.51
It has been suggested that Dubnovellaunos himself may have been of Catuvellaunian
origin, and quite possibly even Tasciovanos’s brother,52 in which case the Trinovantes had
already lost their independence some decades earlier. Whatever the case, it is obvious that
Dubnovellaunos was subjected to intense pressure – military or otherwise – to relinquish the
kingship in favour of Cunobelinus which, if we interpret the Res Gestae Divi Augusti correctly,
in turn resulted in his supplication to Augustus.
My support for the idea of a more substantial overlap is based on typological, stylistic and
metrological grounds. As de Jersey has pointed out, Cunobelinus’s earliest silver isssues (de
Jersey group A) feature an archaic iconography, including serpents and bucrania entirely at
odds with later issues and thus ‘recall earlier Iron Age coinages of the North Thames region’.53
Equally, a comparison with Tasciovanos’s silver shows that these highly distinctive designs
have more in common with his earlier issues than those of his final years. The same, albeit on
a smaller scale, is also true for Cunobelinus’s earliest bronze issues (cf. V1963 and V1965). In
addition, both silver and bronze issues contain one type each (V1918 and V1965) featuring
the CAMVL legend in rudimentary monogram form, the only coins outside his biga series
to do so. Legends of that kind are rare in the North Thames region and the only ones that
come to mind are Tasciovanos’s CAMVL issues (V1684 and V1694) and two silver and one
bronze unit of Andoco (V1868, CCI 98.0155 and 90.0832), all of which are likely to predate
Cunobelinus’s own issues. It is also worth recalling that the weights of de Jersey’s group A
silver average below 1.00 g,54 and are thus almost identical in weight to Tasciovanos’s earliest
silver (my group A).55
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We do not know precisely when Tasciovanos died, but a date around AD 5–10 is usually
assumed. We are fortunate that one of his issues provides us with an important terminus post
quem, which gives us a useful fixed point for our calculations. The ‘butting bull’ silver unit
(V1794) was modelled on an issue of Augustus (RIC I, 187a/188a) struck around 11–10 BC.
Stylistically, this type belongs towards the end of Tasciovanos’s mainstream silver issues and
assuming it was copied within ten years of the original, this would give us a date of around
the birth of Christ.56 If we are correct in thinking that the ‘butting bull’ unit was followed by a
small number of other mainstream silver issues and that the SEGO and DIAS issues were also
struck around the very end of Tasciovanos’s reign, it may be necessary to add a few more years
to the total, which in turn would project the date for Tasciovanos’s death into the early years
of the first decade AD.
When taken together, the evidence would thus seem to point to an earlier date for
Cunobelinus’s Trinovantian accession than that presently favoured. I believe the time between
Cunobelinus taking control of the Trinovantes and Tasciovanos’s death may have amounted
to a minimum of three and a maximum of five years. Had Tasciovanos died at the lower end
of the AD 5–10 range, this would potentially give us a starting date for Cunobelinus’s earliest
issues – including the biga series – of the early years of the first century AD, which in my view
would be more consistent with the numismatic evidence here presented. Fig. 20 illustrates
how the biga series might have chronologically interlinked with the coinages of the wider
Tasciovanos complex and the Essex issues of Dubnovellaunos.
With Cunobelinus dying at some point between AD 40 and 43, such a scenario would imply
a lengthy reign of up to forty years, which in turn would make Cunobelinus an old man by
Iron Age standards, of around 65 years or more. Whilst perhaps unusual, this is by no means
impossible when we consider that his Roman contemporaries Augustus and Tiberius died at
the ages of 76 and 77 years respectively.
As I have already explained, there can be little doubt that in typological and stylistic terms,
the biga series represents Cunobelinus’s first gold coinage. Its somewhat haphazard evolution,
with the central sections of both stater and quarter stater types displaying evidence of experimentation and careless engraving, may point to a hurried production within a relatively short
timeframe before the biga types were quickly replaced by the iconic corn-ear series, which
remained the staple design for the remainder of Cunobelinus’s long reign. Judging by his
gold issues alone, Cunobelinus was blessed with an innate sense of design and recognized
the important role played by powerful images in maintaining his authority and spreading his
fame. In design terms, the biga series represents a unique experiment within the British Iron
Age coinage and due to its exceptional artistic quality and scarcity it will always occupy a
special place in the hearts and minds of numismatists and collectors alike.
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Fig. 20. Suggested phasing of Cunobelinus’s biga issues, relative to those of the Tasciovanos complex and the
Essex issues of Dubnovellaunos.
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Although Derek Allen’s pioneering classification of Cunobelinus’s gold coinage into five
main types has survived essentially intact and largely unchallenged to this day, much detailed
work remains to be done. It is most probably the study of the numismatic evidence which will
ultimately bring about a better understanding of the events of that difficult period and in the
process hopefully reveal the many facets of Cunobelinus’s exceptional coinage still awaiting
discovery and interpretation. The present study represents but the first chapter in a long overdue comprehensive re-examination of all of Cunobelinus’s gold issues and it is hoped that it
will provide the inspiration for others to follow suit.
APPENDIX. GAZETTEER OF CUNOBELINUS BIGA
STATERS AND QUARTER STATERS.
The gazetteer contains details of all examples of Cunobelinus biga staters and quarter staters recorded in the Celtic
Coin Index (CCI) at the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford up to the end of 2008. In addition to the usual bibliographic notes, the final column contains references to a number of auction catalogues, dealers’ lists and museum
collections, with abbreviations explained below:
BDW
BMC
CNG
CNR
DNW
NCirc
Rudd
SCBI
Vosper

Buckland, Dix and Wood auction catalogues
R. Hobbs, British Iron Age Coins in the British Museum, 1996
Classical Numismatic Group auction catalogues
Classical Numismatic Review (published by CNG)
Dix, Noonan and Webb auction catalogues
Spink Numismatic Circular
Chris Rudd sales lists
Sylloge of the Coins of the British Isles
Mike Vosper sales lists

References to earlier gazetteers are abbreviated as Origins (Allen 1960) and Suppl. I or II (Haselgrove 1978 and
1984 respectively).
(R) denotes either a recut obverse or reverse die.

STATERS
CCI

wt, g

dies

provenance

comments

EARLY TYPE
A1
Allen 1, V –, BMC –
02.0946
5.56
02.0947
5.55
02.0948
5.54
02.0949
5.59
02.0950
5.51
02.0951
5.45
03.1416
–
06.0121
5.54
06.0123
5.56
08.8200
5.53
08.8222
5.46
74.0071
5.53
82.0243
5.43
99.0521
5.44

A1
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A1
A2
A2
A2
A1
A2

CAMVL/CVNOB[…..] and CVNOBELINI
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 18
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 19
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 20
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 21
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 22
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 23
–
Baldwin’s 33, 6.5.2003, lot 282
Essex
NCirc Oct. 2008, no. 3561
Essex
–
–
Spink 21.11.1995, lot 48
–
Coin Galleries 10.4.1996, lot 12; 19.2.1998, lot 3
–
American Numismatic Society, Allen (1975) no. 1
Stanway, Essex
National Museum of Wales
Pleshey, Essex
–

A2
Allen 2–3, V1910–1, BMC 1769–70 CAMVL/CVNOBELINI
68.0352
5.41
B2(R) Cambridge, Cambs.
68.0353
82.0242
94.1565

5.47
–
5.39

B2(R)
B2(R)
B2

Colchester, Essex
–
–

98.0130

5.37

B2

–

BMC 1770, Allen (1975) no. 2, V1910–1 plate
coin
BMC 1769, Allen (1975) no. 3; Suppl. II, 131
C.W. Lister coll., c.1982
NCirc Dec. 1994, no. 7812; April 1996, no. 1411;
April 1997, no. 1461; April 2008, no. 180
–
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CCI

wt, g

A3
Allen –, V–, BMC –
00.1531
5.46
02.0675
–
06.0648
–
08.8199
–
93.0917
5.45

dies

provenance

CAMVL/CVNO[…..]
D5
–
D(R)6 –

94.1254

D(R)6

A5
Allen 4–5, V –, BMC –
67.0158
5.44
73.0333
5.41

comments

CAMVL/CVNOBELINI, CVNOBELIN and CVNOB[…..]
C3
Orsett, Essex
Rudd list 54, no. 74; list 74, no. 61
C2(R) –
–
C4
Essex
–
C4
–
Empire 74 (1995), no. 6
C4
–
Glendining’s (Mossop coll.), 6.11.1991, lot 313;
NCirc 84 (1976), 190

A4
Allen –, V –, BMC –
05.0815
5.53
08.8204
5.45
5.22
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Colchester, Essex

CAMVL/CVNOBELI
E7
–
E7
–

DNW 73, 14.3.2007, lot 7
CNG Triton VI 15.1.2003, lot 1313; CNR XXVII
(2002), no.128; Freeman & Sear 22.2.2002, lot 2
BDW, 21.9.1994, lot 12

Hunterian Museum, Allen (1975) no. 4
Allen (1975) no. 5; ex Norweb coll., SCBI 16, no.
19; Glendining’s (Lockett coll.), 6.6.1955, lot 39;
Sotheby’s (Roth coll.) 19.7.1917, lot 25

LATE TYPE
B1
Allen 6, V1910–2, BMC 1771
00.1112
02.0934
02.0935
02.0936
02.0937
02.0938
02.0939
05.1013
06.0122
06.0124
08.8223
68.0351
96.1489

5.5
5.51
5.54
5.57
5.59
5.57
5.55
5.53
5.54
5.52
5.57
5.52
5.48

F8
F8
F8
F8
F9
F9
F9
F8
F8
F8
F8
F10
F8

98.0504

5.44

F9

B2
Allen 7–8, V –, BMC –
02.0940
5.6
02.0941
5.48
02.0942
5.52
02.0943
5.47
02.0944
5.37
02.0945
5.55
02.0955
5.37
03.0622
5.48
05.0109
5.51
08.9686
–
08.9687
–
67.0159
5.36

G11
G11
G11
G11
G11
G12
G11
G11
G11
G11
G11
G11

CAMVL/CUNOBELINI, CUNOBELIN[..]
–
Great Waltham, Essex
Great Waltham, Essex
Great Waltham, Essex
Great Waltham, Essex
Great Waltham, Essex
Great Waltham, Essex
Essex
Essex
Essex
–
–
Abbess Beauchamp and
Berners Roding, Essex
Datchworth, Herts.

Vosper website, June 2000
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 6
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 7
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 8
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 9
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 10
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 11
–
–
–
Freeman & Sear 6, summer 2001, no.2
BMC 1771, Allen (1975) no. 6, V1910–2 plate coin
Vosper list 90, no. 29; Rudd list 43, no. 54
Rudd list 31, no. 66; list 40, no. 32

CAMVL/CUNOBELINI, CVNOBEL[…]
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 12
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 13
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 14
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 15
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 16
Great Waltham, Essex
de Jersey and Wickenden (2004) coin no. 17
Frating, Essex
Colchester Museum
Great Waltham, Essex
hoard coin? CNG Triton VII, 14.1.2004, lot 1235
Roxwell, Essex
Rudd list 80, no. 55
–
Valued History website 2006
–
Vosper website 2008
Bognor, Sussex
Allen (1975) no. 7; CNG 57 4.4.2001, lot 1701;
Spink 22.3.1989, lot 562; ex Mack, SCBI 20, no.
143; Glendining 10.10.1951, lot 64. Also recorded
in Origins, 235; BNJ 1 (1904), 358 no. 28 (actually
no. 25)
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CCI

wt, g

dies

provenance

comments

73.0332

5.52

G11

Braintree, Essex

94.0882

5.54

G11

Weeley Heath, Essex

Allen (1975) no. 8; Sotheby’s (Strauss coll.)
26.5.1994, lot 41, ex Drabble coll. Also recorded
in Suppl. I, 67.
Rudd list 94, no. 52

uncertain records
94.0883

–

Weeley Heath, Essex

–

–

Colne, nr Halstead, Essex

–
–

Earl’s Colne, Essex
–

near Maidstone, Kent

most probably a bronze core, only coin known
from this obverse die
Origins, 230, Evans 1864, 296, fd c.1847, reported
by Mr Warren of Ixworth
Origins, 230, Evans 1890, 557, fd c.1862, reported
by Mr Warren of Ixworth, same findspot as above
and perhaps same coin?
Suppl. II, 132, plated coin, fd 1979, shown to
Maidstone Museum

QUARTER STATERS
CCI

wt, g

dies

provenance

comments

EARLY TYPE
A1
Allen –, V –, BMC 1836A
01.0834
1.39
A1

CAMVL/CVNO
–

01.1978

1.28

A1

–

08.9688
04.2292
93.0918
95.1451
99.0487

1.30
1.28
1.33
–
1.36

A1
A1
A1
–
A1

–
‘Aylesbury, Bucks.’ area
–
Flowton, Essex
–

A2
Allen 150, V –, BMC –
05.0798
1.35
69.0372
1.27

B2
B3

CAMVL/CVNO or CVN
–
Suffolk/Essex border

75.0027
95.2641

0.86
–

B3
B3

–
–

96.2594
98.1109

–
1.3

B3
B3

Creeting St Mary, Suffolk
–

Rudd list 85, no.77
Ipswich Museum, Allen (1975) no. 150; Suppl. I,
79, found in sugar beet washings
Allen (1975) addendum, 19, no. 213
NCirc May 1999 no. 2016, Treasure Hunting
August 1995, 9, no. 6A
CNG 40, 4.12.1996, lot 357
Vosper list 101, no. 15

C4

CAMVà/[…..]
–

–

B1
Allen –, V –, BMC –
95.0571
1.36

D5

CAMVL/CVNO
Colchester, Essex

96.1101

D5

–

A3
Allen –, V –, BMC –
95.0407
1.34

CNG Triton V, 15.1.2002, lot 2426, NCirc April
2001, CC0020
NCirc Oct. 2008, HS3562, CNG 57, 4.4.2001, lot
1702
BMC 1836A
DNW 29.9.2008, lot 5264 and 7.10.2004, lot 190
Glendining’s (Mossop coll.), 6.11.1991, lot 314
–
Sotheby’s (Stack’s coll.) 22.4.1999, lot 82; Rudd
list 57, no. 89

LATE TYPE

1.34

Rudd list 16, no. 28, perhaps part of the Weeley
Heath, Essex find?
Bank Leu 79, 31.10.2000, lot 27; Vosper list 88,
no. 101
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CCI

wt, g

dies

provenance

B2
Allen –, V –, BMC –
00.0616
1.43

E7

CAMVL/CVNO
Lt. Waldingfield, Suffolk

01.0048

1.38

E6

–

04.2545
05.0428
05.0757
08.9689

1.31
1.35
1.28
1.35

E6
E6
E6
E6

Canvey Island, Essex
–
Orsett, Essex
White Roding, Essex

08.9691
08.9692
93.0997
97.1631

1.4
–
1.35
1.33

E6
E6
E6

Little Cornard, Suffolk
nr. Halstead, Essex
Sussex
–

99.0488
99.2053

1.32
1.3

E7
E7

–
–

comments

B3
Allen 149, V1913–1, BMC 1836
08.9690
1.40
F7
69.0373
1.35
F7

CAIAL or ?CA3L/CVNO
–
–

96.3557

1.28

F7

Maldon, Essex

B4
Allen –, V –, BMC –
02.0478
1.39
05.0688
1.38
97.1017
1.35

G7
H8
I10

CAMVL/CVNO
Fyfield, Essex
Little Bromley, Essex
White Roding, Essex

97.1827
97.2120

H8
H9

–
–

1.29
1.27
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The Searcher, September 2000, 11; Treasure
Hunting, September 2004, 73
Rudd lists 74, no. 62 and 63, no. 73; Vosper list
116, no. 13; Phillips 17.12.2001, lot 157
Rudd list 94, no. 53
Rudd list 82, no. 60
–
also known as White Roothing, Spink 27.3.2008,
lot 739
Portable Antiquities Scheme website 2008
UK Detector Finds database 2008
Finney loan (FL 670) to Birmingham Museum
CNG 43, 24.9.1997, lot 2965; CNG 40, 4.12.1996,
lot 358
Sotheby’s (Stack’s coll.) 22.4.1999, lot 83
Vosper list 110, no. 3

CNG Triton XII, 6.1.2009, lot 10
BMC 1836, Allen (1975) no. 149, V1913–1 plate
coin
Rudd list 25, no. 48

Rudd list 64, no. 72
–
also known as White Roothing, Rudd list 27, no.
102
CNG 41, 19.3.1997 lot 2862
Rudd list 29, no. 79
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